The technique of photon-correlation spectroscopy was exploited to study turbulent pipe Aob ehind a grid. %e measure the correlation function g (t) of the light intensity scattered by small particles suspended in the turbulent Siid. The results imply that the probability distribution function for the small relative velocity fluctuations in the turbulent grid flou is Lorentzian-like. The statistical properties of the small velocity fluctuations over varying length scales possess a self-similar feature. This self-similarity vvas seen only when the Reynolds number becomes larger than a specific value %,. All the measurements suggest that the Sow changes its character at this point. (t) is an incoherent sum of these ensemble averaged (or time averaged) phase factors over all the particle pairs in the scattering volume. The ensemble average of the phase factor cos[q V(R)t] involves the velocity distribution function P(V(R)). When the distribution function P(V(R)) has the scaling form P(~V(R)~/u(R)) discussed below, the ensemble average of the phase factor cos[q V(R}t] becomes the Fourier cosine transform of P(V(R)). Therefore the measurement of g(t) yields a weighted integral of the Fourier cosine transform of P(V(R) ). (This weighting is required, because the detector is sensitive to all particle pairs in the scattering volume, and for small R, more pairs will be found in the scattering volume than that for larger R.) When the direction of the scattering vector q is fixed, the onedimensional distribution function P{Vq(R }) can be measured, where Vq(R) is the component of V(R, t) along the scattering vector q (we drop the subscript q hereafter when no confusion arises). The PCS technique yields information about velocity Auctuations without introducing an invasive probe, such as a hot wire anemometer. Nor is it necessary to invoke Taylor's "frozen turbulence" assumption to interpret the measurements.
The photon correlation technique used here differs from the standard one of laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV), in that LDV measures the local velocity v(r(t)) whereas photon correlation spectroscopy senses the instantaneous velocity difference, V(R, t) With th. e PCS scheme, the scattering is produced by small seed particles in the Auid, which follow the local Aow. The photodetector records the scattered light, which is the beating of Dopplershifted light scattered by pairs of Aowing particles. The output of the detector is therefore modulated at a frequency equal to the difference in Doppler shifts of all particle pairs in the scattering volume. For each particle pair, separated by a distance R, this di8'erence is q [v(r(t) ) -v(r(t)+R )]=q V(R, t), where the scattering vector q has the amplitude q = (4nnliL)sin(8/2. ) .
Here 0 is the scattering angle, n the refractive index of the Auid, and A, is the wavelength of the incident light.
With this so-called homodyne method, one records the intensity correlation function g (t) = (I(t')I(t'+t ) ), where I(t) is the intensity of scattered light, and the angular brackets represent an ensemble average over many realizations.
The PCS technique can also be used to probe velocity gradients in laminar Aows, in which case the ensemble average is not needed because the Aow is deterministic.
It will be seen that when V(R, t) is a stochastic variable, as in turbulence, the light scattered by each pair of particles suspended in the turbulent Auid contributes a phase factor cos[q V(R )t] (due to frequency beating) to the intensity correlation function, g(t), and g(t) is an incoherent sum of these ensemble averaged (or time averaged) phase factors over all the particle pairs in the scattering volume. The ensemble average of the phase factor cos[q V(R)t] involves the velocity distribution function P(V(R)). When the distribution function P(V(R)) has the scaling form P(~V(R)~/u(R)) discussed below, the ensemble average of the phase factor cos[q V (R}t] becomes the Fourier cosine transform of P(V(R)). Therefore the measurement of g(t) yields a weighted integral of the Fourier cosine transform of P(V(R) ). (This weighting is required, because the detector is sensitive to all particle pairs in the scattering volume, and for small R, more pairs will be found in the scattering volume than that for larger R.) When the direction of the scattering vector q is fixed, the onedimensional distribution function P{Vq(R }) can be measured, where Vq(R) is the component of V(R, t) along the scattering vector q (we drop the subscript q hereafter when no confusion arises). The PCS technique yields information about velocity Auctuations without introducing an invasive probe, such as a hot wire anemometer. Nor is it necessary to invoke Taylor's "frozen turbulence" assumption to interpret the measurements. (-460) , the intensity correlation function g (r ) obeys a scaling form, g ( t) =g (x) , where 
Here U(R(m, n), t)=v(r (t)) -v{r (t)+R(m, n)), and R(m, n)=r"-r . (2.13) where u(R) is a characteristic scaling velocity, which, in general, will depend on the direction of q, then Eq. (2.12) becomes where V (R ) is the component of U(R ) along q, and P(V (R)) is the probability distribution function of Vq(R) . If the turbulence is isotropic P(Vq(R)) is independent of q.
If P( V~(R ) ) is assumed to have the scaling form
(2. 14)
The function F{qu(R)t ) is the Fourier cosine transform of the velocity distribution function Q( V (R)/u(R)).
The Kolmogorov theory of fully developed isotropic turbulence' gives (2.15) where B"are apparatus-independent constants and V(R, t) is the amplitude of U(R, t) Equation (2. Fig. 1 . The output pulse train from the photodeteetor went to a commercial correlator (COR), whose output is g (t). Also indicated is the computer (CP) for storing and analyzing the data. The laser beam was sometimes brought into the fluid along the fiow axis, as shown in Fig. 1 The scahng behavior of G(t) discussed above is displayed in Fig. 2 Fig. 3 .
The above fitting suggests that the velocity distribution function P(V(R)) has the scaling form P(V(R)/u(R)) even though the How falls far short of being fully developed. The 6tting also indicates that the functional form of this scaling function P( V(R)/u(R)) is Lorentzian, at least for the most probable part of P( V(R)/u (R)) since g (t) is relatively insensitive to the rare fluctuations of velocity in our experiment. %e note parenthetically that our measurements of P( V(R)) are consistent with those obtained in strongly turbulent systems by Anselmet et al. '5 They find that P( V(R)/u(R)) decays exponentially over five decades (P varies from 10 to 10 ) when V(R}/u(R) p2. 0. However, the most probable part of P(V(R)/u(R)) (P &0. 1) is clearly not of exponential form, and indeed decays roughly as a Lorentzian function out to V(R)=2u(R), where u(R)=( V(R) )'~. Fig. 3), and the exponent g turns out to be a function of %.
The variation of g with A determined in the way described above is displayed in Fig. 6 . It is clear that Fig. 6 and Fig. 4 are similar for the same covered region of R; but at the higher A end, Fig. 6 shows more clearly that g(R) saturates at a value close to -, ' (Kolmogorov value}. In addition, it can be seen in Fig. 6 that there is a small amplitude oscillation superimposed on the saturation line of g, while Fig. 4 To further study the transition at %, -460 in Fig. 4 
